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CONCLUSIONS

The processing of recordings made at, or near, the seabed is rendered inaccurate by naturally occuring
amplitude and phase changes. These variations could be of importance for studies utilizing converted
shear waves to image beneath gas chimneys (Berg 1993). Here, the overall impact of the effect on
actual data is assessed by the computation of synthetic gathers. For this modelling exercise, the marine
sediment is considered to be an elastic solid (albeit in essence poro-visco-elastic), with properties
extracted from Taylor-Smith (1986). Models representative of both the Central Graben (CGM) and
the Northern North Sea (NNM) are selected. The geometry is shown in Figure 1, whilst Figure 2
consists of a reference gather for which there are no effects.

- a modelled gather corresponding to the CGM is shown in Figure 3. The radial
component exhibits amplitude dimming, with a complementary brightening on the vertical. A phase
rotation emerges at a critical offset (611m, and 1000m for the NNM), this being due to the incident shear
waves exceeding critical angles in the wave behaviour (MacBeth 1997). It is found that for post-critical
offsets the amplitude and phase variations are controlled mainly by density, and this dependency suggests
the development of a correction factor with possible widespread application.

there is little difference from (a), as the receivers are within a wavelength
of the interface in this case.

hydrostatic pressure is directly related to the vertical
component of particle velocity, and consequently amplitude and phase variations still arise (Figure 4).

in shear velocity - usually occurs in practice with the consolidated substratum grading into
softer sediments at the interface, but this being highly area dependent. A strong gradient gives rise to a
converted which interferes with the incoming shear waves (Figure 5). For a gentler gradient, events
resemble those in (a) but with a smaller vertical motion due to ray bending. Gradients that reduce shear
velocity values close to zero can produce dramatic and unpredictable wave behaviour.

- marine sediments possess anisotropy due to the fine depositional
fabric responsible for formation (Berge . 1991). This anisotropy results in a deviation of the group
and phase angles, which stretches and contracts the offset range over which the amplitude variation is
spread (Figure 6). This may exacerbate or mitigate the abovementioned effects. More generally, the
sediments are orthorhombic due to undirectional flow patterns during formation (MacBeth 1991), which
could introduce out-of-plane deviations.

Recordings of these events will not contain phase changes (for CGM and NNM), but will have amplitude
variations governed predominantly by the density constrast. In fact, the actual and recorded propagation
directions differ significantly at mid- to far- offsets, and can thus have a deleterious effect on migrations.

The processing of seabed data does not currently account for the discrepancy between the incoming wave
motion and the actual velocity and pressure recordings. These variations compound difficulties already
encountered with coupling and choice of sensor package or array. The above analysis suggests that
correction is essential, particularly for converted shear waves. Fortunately, for soft sediments the
resultant variations are mainly controlled by density contrast, and a correction can be obtained.
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(b) Buried receiver package -

(c) Hydrophone suspended close to the seabed -

(d) A gradient
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Figure 1. Figure 4.CGM - =1800m/s, =600m/s, =2.1g/cm

NNM - = 1000 m/s.
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Figure 2. Figure 5.
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